We develop a new point of view to introduce families of functions, which can be identified as generalization of the ordinary trigonometric or hyperbolic functions. They are defined using a procedure based on umbral methods, inspired to the Bessel Calculus of Bochner, Cholewinsky and Haimo. We propose further extensions of the method and of the relevant concepts as well and obtain new families of integral transform allowing the framing of the previous concepts within the context of generalized Borel tranforms.
Introduction
The cylindrical Bessel can be considered generalizations of the trigonometric functions, while the associated modified forms are an extension of the relevant hyperbolic counterparts [1] . Such an academic identification is non-particularly deep and might be useful for pedagogical reasons or as a guiding element to study their properties as e.g. those relevant to the asymptotic forms. We must however underline that Bessel and trigonometric/hyperbolic functions share some resemblances only, but they do not display any full correspondence. The search for functions which are "true" generalizations of the trigonometric (t-) or hyperbolic (h-) forms is however recurrent in the mathematical literature. The attempts in this direction can be ascribed to different strategies, roughly speaking the geometrical [2] and the analytical [3] point of views. The first is based on definitions extending to higher powers the Pythagorean identity of ordinary trigonometric functions, such a program identifies new trigonometries, with their own geometrical interpretation on elliptic curves and with different numbers playing the role of π [2] . The second invokes the analogy with series expansions, differential equations and the theory of special functions.
The generalized t − h functions, defined within these two contexts, are different; in particular those belonging to the geometric strategy can be recognized as Elliptic functions, including Jacobi and Weierstrass forms. In this article we develop a systematic procedure within the framework of the analytical point of view.
We look for "true" generalizations, in the sense that the functions we define allow a one to one mapping onto the properties of the elementary t−h functions, like addition or duplication theorems. To this aim we exploit the insightful point of view offered by the recent understanding of Bessel functions as umbral manifestation of Gauss or of exponential functions [4] . These conceptual tools, as well as the ideas developed by Cholewinsky and Reneke in ref. [5] , provide the elements underlying the formalism of this paper, aimed at exploring in depth the identification of trigonometric functions associated with Bessel functions, by getting the proper algebraic environment to establish the relevant properties.
Our starting point is the equation
where l ∂ ξ is the Laguerre l−derivative, introduced in the past to deal with the monomiality properties of Laguerre polynomials [6] .
It is easily checked that the solution of eq. (1), when x, y > 0, can be cast in the form
where λ n (x, y) is an example of hybrid polynomial, introduced in ref. [7] .
For reasons which will be clear in the following, we introduce the notation, borrowed from ref. [3] ,
to define a composition rule, which will be defined Laguerre binomial sum.
It is evident that such a notion is an extension of the Newton Binomial, which can be generated by the action of the shifting exponential operator on an ordinary monomial, namely
An analogous rule for the generation of lbs can be achieved by replacing the exponential function with the l−exponential
and the ordinary derivative with the l-derivative, satisfying the identity
accordingly we find
The function l e(η) is a 0-order Bessel Tricomi function [8] 1 and satisfies the "Laguerre"-eigenvalue equation
which corroborates the interpretation of its role as that of an l-exponential.
According to the previous identities we can also state that l e(y l ∂ x ) l e(x) = l e(y) l e(x), l e(y l ∂ x ) l e(x) = l e(x ⊕ l y)
allowing the derivation of the following "semi-group" property of the l-exponential l e(y) l e(x) = l e(x ⊕ l y)
In full analogy with the ordinary Euler formula we introduce the l-trigonometric l−t functions through the identity
where l−t cosine and sine functions are specified by the series
1 It can be expressed in terms of the 0-order modified Bessel through the identity l e(η) = I 0 (2 √ η). 2 The l−h functions are defined by the corresponding series expansion
It is easily checked that they satisfy the identities (13) and therefore the "harmonic" equation
It is worth noting that Laguerre and ordinary trigonometric functions are linked by the Borel like transforms [9] 
The use of the dilatation operator identity [6] 
allows to cast transforms of the type (15) in the operatorial form
thus yielding the following identifications
We note that
The use of the properties of the l-exponential function allows the derivation of the following addition theorems for the functions in eqs. (12) 
The proof of the last identity is given below, by noting that
and since
we can equate real and imaginary parts to infer the identities (20).
It is evident that, according to the procedure we have proposed, the properties of ordinary trigonometric functions are extended to their l-counterparts, provided that the ordinary sum is replaced by the composition rule specified in eq. (3).
The formalism allows the derivation of the corresponding duplication formulae, which can be stated by defining the following product rule
which along with eq. (20) yields
Furthermore the sum can be iterated as
and, accordingly, we can state the following extension of the De Moivre formula
The Lissajous plot of the l−t functions is reported below and will be further commented in the concluding remarks.
The composition rule (3) is one of the pivotal points of this paper and will be further exploited in the following. It is therefore worth stressing some of its properties reported below
It is furthermore worth noting that
and that the quantity 1 ⊕ l 1 n 2 n , a kind of Napier-Laguerre number, is presumably trascendent.
The previous identities, albeit trivial, are important to appreciate the structural differences with respect to their ordinary counterparts, for example eq. (27) implies that l e(i x) l e(−i x) 1
and therefore that
In the forthcoming sections we will go deeper into the theory of these families of functions and we will be able to better appreciate the similitudes and the differences with the ordinary forms.
The generalized Trigonometric functions, ordinary and higher order Bessel functions
The Bessel functions are characterized by a continuous variable and by a real or complex index. A fairly natural extension of the function defined by eqs. (12) is therefore provided by the l − t functions, associated with the α-order Tricomi-Bessel function [8] 
which is an eigenfunction of the operator We can now proceed as in the previous section, by noting that the polynomials
are solutions of the equation
We further define the composition rule
and prove that
Finally, by a slight extension of the discussion of the introductory section, we define the l − t functions of α-order as
which are shown to satisfy the addition theorems (20) for the composition rule (35) .
The procedure can be further extended by the use of Humbert Bessel like functions, which are defined by the series [10] l e α, β (η) = 
They satisfy the differential equation
and are therefore eigenfunctions of the operator
whose r-order derivative is
By following the same procedure as before, we introduce the composition rule
so that the associated l−t functions, defined as,
are straightforwardly shown to satisfy the differential equations
and the addition theorems based on the extension of the definition of sum specified in eq. (9) and (36).
We have shown that the concept of l−t function is a fairly natural consequence of the notion of Laguerre derivative, of its extensions and of the associated eigenfunctions, which belong to Bessel like forms. In the following we will show how to frame the Cholewinsky-Reneke l−h functions within the present framework. Before entering this specific aspect of the problem we introduce some consequences of the previous formalism on the theory of diffusion equation associated to the Laguerre derivative and to its generalization.
Bessel Diffusion equations
This short section, in which we will discuss some evolutive equations based on the operators introduced in the previous sections, is an apparent detour from the main stream of the paper .
Laguerre type diffusive equations like [6] 
( 45) can be formally solved as
To make the above solution meaningful it is necessary to specify how to calculate the action of the exponential operator containing the Laguerre derivative on the function f (x). We will discuss therefore, as introductory example, the case in which f (x) = e x , and proceed as it follows:
1. We note that the exponential can be written as an integral transform of the Tricomi function
2. We use the properties (9) to end up with
More in general, whenever
the solution of the problem (45) can be cast in the form
andf (t) is the l-transform of the function f (x).
Before going further with the above formalism, we note that the equation
can be solved in an analogous way provided that we replace l e(x) with l e α, β (x ) in eq. (50).
In the case in which we consider equations of the type 52) the solution of the problem can be obtained as
Further comments on the previous statements will be provided in the forthcoming parts of the paper.
Pseudo-hyperbolic functions and generalized Airy Diffusion equations
As already stressed the study of generalized forms of trigonometric and of hyperbolic functions is an old "leit motiv" in the mathematical literature. On the eve of the seventies of the last century Ricci introduced [11] a family of pseudo hyperbolic functions (PHF), which will be proven of noticeable importance for the topics we are discussing.
According to ref. [11] the PHF of order 3 are defined by the series
On account of the properties of the cubic roots of the unit
the following Euler-like exponential formulae can be stated [12] 
The PHF of order 3 are eingenfunctions of the cubic operator
and can be exploited to generalize the exponential translation operator as
In the case of k = 0 the action of this operator on an ordinary monomial is given by
By direct use of the series expansion definition of the function [0, 3] e (x) , we end up with
It is therefore evident that the following further identities can be stated [0, 3] e (y ∂ x ) [0, 3] e(x) = [0, 3] e(x ⊕ 0 y), [0, 3] e (y ∂ x ) [0, 3] e(x) = [0, 3] e(y) [0, 3] e(x)
which, once merged, yield [0, 3] e (x) [0, 3] e(y)
In this way we have obtained a result allowing the introduction of t−h like functions according to the paradigm developed so far.
By a straightforward generalization of the discussion developed in the introductory remarks we introduce the generalized h-functions defined as [0, 3] ch (x) = and easily state that the relevant addition theorems read [0, 3] 
furthermore, as discussed later in the paper, analogous conclusions can be reached for [k,m] e(x), k = 0, . . . , m − 1.
To obtain the link with the topics discussed so far, we consider a particular case of the function defined in eq. (38), namely l e α− The associated Laguerre derivative can be written in terms of the operator
appearing in the generalized Airy equation
studied in ref. [5] .
The function in eq. (65) is equivalent, apart from an unessential normalizing factor, to the function exploited by Cholewinsky and Reneke [5] to study the solution of eq. (67) which will be linked, in particular, to the following expression
We can make the previous results more transparent by using the identity
which allows to recast eq. (68) in the form
and derive the identity
Finally, the use of the Euler dilatation operator
yields the following integral transform defining the function (68) in terms of the Pseudo hyperbolic function of order 3
forming the generalized lbs for the addition theorem of the relevant l−h functions.
A natural extension of the previously developed formalism allows the introduction of the l/hfunctions; their definitions and properties, apart from some computational complications, does not produce any significant conceptual progress.
In this paper we have seen how a "wise" combination of different methods borrowed from special function theory, operational and umbral calculus and integral transforms, opens new interesting possibilities for the introduction and systematic study of new families of trigonometric functions. In addition, the method yields, as byproduct, the opportunity of getting natural solutions of a large family of PDE belonging to the family of generalized heat equation, whose links with the radial heat equation have been touched on in ref. [3] and will be more carefully discussed elsewhere.
Before closing the paper we like to stress two points just touched on in the previous part of the paper. We have noted in eq. (28) that the Laguerre exponential can be obtained through a limit procedure analogous to that involving the Napier number. The same method can e.g. be used to state that
which is recognized as the asymptotic limit of Laguerre polynomials [1] .
The second point we want to emphasize is the geometrical interpretation of the l−t functions from the geometrical point of view. Such an interpretation is provided in Fig. 1 , where we have considered the Lissajous curves plotting l-sin vs l-cos.
In Fig. 2 it is evident that the curves are open since no periodic behaviour is envisaged. However a kind of self-similarity can be noted when the amplitude of the oscillations increase with increasing x. The last figure provides the explicit correspondence of the l-sinus and l-cosinus along with the relevant "l-angle", intended as the area intercepted by the l-curve and the segment forming the angle in the positive abscissa direction. This paper has provided the formalism for a wider understanding of concepts associated with the Laguerre derivative, the underlying algebraic structures and possible extensions to new forms
